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Abstract
Objectives: The present study aimed to calculate the efficiency of bismuth nanoparticles shield to protect the breast in chest
computed tomography (CT) scan and investigate the alteration of image quality after using the shield.
Materials and Methods: Three groups were included in this experimental research in which phantom was scanned without
using nano bismuth shield (group 1), using 0.5 mm nano bismuth shield (group 2), and employing nano bismuth shield
with 1 mm thickness (group 3). The polymethyl methacrylate phantom was applied to present the main organ of the chest
including the breast and lung. Multi-detector 6-slice CT scan system was utilized for the tests. In addition, the breast
radiation dose was measured by ion-chamber which was placed at 12 o’clock position in the phantom according to
dosimetry protocol. Further, chest CT image processing was performed once without shield and once in the presence of
10% nano bismuth shield with different thicknesses. Finally, image quality was compared by adding the shield for correct
diagnosis. Tests were repeated three time and data were analyzed by ANOVA.
Results: Based on the results, using nano bismuth shields, breast dose reduced by 7.2% and 13.8% for 0.5 and 1 mm
thickness of the shield, respectively. Furthermore, the CT number and noise increased from 121.3 to 126.36 HU and from
24.53 to 28.1 HU, respectively. Finally, the dose reduction ratio approximately doubled by increasing the thickness from
0.5 to 1 mm.
Conclusions: Generally, nano bismuth shields have a noticeable potential for reducing the breast dose with the smallest
change in the noise.
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Introduction
Using new materials to protect the radiation, especially
in the computed tomography (CT) plays a main role in
reducing the dose of sensitive organs such as the breast.
With the growing use of CT scans, concerns about the
growing population-based dose have increased (1,2). In
CT examination of the thoracic, the breast is involved in
the examination field and straightly exposed to x-rays.
However, it is not the diagnostically relevant organ in the
imaging. In the females, radiation protection of the breast
is essential for 2 main reasons. The glandular parts of the
breasts are more radiosensitive. In addition, the breasts
are superficial organs and thus lower energy photons are
absorbed in their surface. However, they do not participate
in image creation and only raise the breast dose (3-5). The
high dose level of the glandular part can increase the risk
of breast cancer so that this part receives a dose of 20-60
mGy in CT pulmonary angiography (6). Therefore, it is
vital to decrease the dose received by the breast and the
risk of breast cancer.

Using protective shields such as bismuth, lead, and
tungsten–antimony is one of the effective strategies for
reducing the breast dose (7,8). In-plane shields employed
for CT scan are distinct from the lead shields which
are used in radiographic tests. In conventional shields,
the aim is to completely absorb the radiation exposure,
however, in in-plane shields, x-rays with low energy are
absorbed and high energy beams transmitted to produce
a diagnostic image (9). Hopper et al. were the first ones to
propose using the bismuth shield for in-plane radiation
shield (10). The bismuth shield is normally placed above
the breast sensitive organs in order to protect the breast.
This shield reduces the radiation dose to the patients by
attenuating the photons crossing through the shields (11).
Further, the main concern regarding using the bismuth
shields is that they be able to introduce image artifacts
like beam hardening and increase the CT number values
and noise chiefly proximity the shield itself (12). Several
studies indicated that dose reduction can be increased by
using nanoparticle instead of the microparticle (13,14).
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Figure 1. (A) Standard CT phantom covered by nano bismuth shield
and 1 cm foam; (B) The image exhibited 3 regions for studying
the image quality. In addition, the ROIs were defined in anterior,
central, and posterior regions on the shield.

Results
The average breast dose was 8.65 mGy in the position of
12 o’clock without applying nano bismuth shields. After
placing the nano shields with 0.5 and 1 mm thickness,
the average breast doses reduced to 8.02 and 7.45 mGy.
In addition, using these shields induced the breast dose
reduction by about 7.2 (0.5 mm) and 13.8% (1 mm),
respectively. The details of breast doses are represented
in Figure 2 for each group with or without nano bismuth
shields.
CT number and noise of the chest CT obtained from
different ROIs for 2 thickness of nano bismuth shields are
presented in Table 1. Statistical analysis demonstrated a
significant difference in the CT number noise between 2
groups, namely, without-shield group and 1-mm shield
group. In non-shield type, the mean of CT numbers and
noise values were 121.3 and 24.53 HU. After using 0.5 and
1 mm nano bismuth shields, the mean CT numbers and
noise raised to 124.5 and 26.23 HU, as well as 126.36 and
28.1 HU, respectively.
Further, the mean noise was 24.53 HU for the group
without nano bismuth shield test. However, after applying
the 0.5 and 1 mm nano bismuth shields, the mean noise
changed to 26.23 and 28.1 HU. Furthermore, the mean
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Materials and Methods
This is experimental research in basic medical sciences
which was approved by the Ethical Committee of Tabriz
University of Medical Sciences. In the present study, Bi2O3
in nano size was purchased (UF Nano, China, 50 nm) and
used for making the shields. Moreover, silicone rubber
(density 1.11 g/cm3 after curing) was used as the matrix
material.
The composite shields were prepared by mixing nano
Bi2O3 and the silicone rubber with 10-90%, respectively in
20×20 cm and 0.5 and 1 mm thickness.
The polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) phantom was
used for the purpose of the study. It is an accepted chest
CT phantom for presenting the main organ of the chest
including breast, lung, and heart. The special ionization
chamber (Model 205-3 CT, Monrovia, USA) was put in
the 12 o’clock position of the PMMA phantom (body
phantom, 76-419-4150, Fluke Biomedical) in order to
measure the breast radiation dose and then the phantom
was scanned with Multi-detector 6-slice CT scan system
(SOMATOM Emotion, model 03815300, Siemens). The
experimental process encompassed three groups in which
phantom was scanned with no nano bismuth shield at
chest CT scan protocol (group 1), by using 0.5 mm nano
bismuth shield (group 2), or nano bismuth shield with
1 mm thickness (group 3). All tests were repeated in
triplicate and then dose reduction was measured.
The routine adult chest CT protocols with 110 kVp, 105
mAs, 1.8 pitch, and 5-mm slice thickness were used. Each
nano bismuth shield was placed above the phantom by
using 1 cm foam.
Additionally, CT number and the standard deviation
were employed to calculate the image quality and noise in
the region of interests (ROIs) within the area of 3 cm2 on the
PMMA phantom with and without nano bismuth shields.
ROIs were defined in anterior, central, and posterior
on seven consecutive slices (Figure 1) and all data were
analyzed using the SPSS software by one-way ANOVA.
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Similarly, many studies examined using bismuth shields.
For example, Alonso et al found that breast dose reduced
by 37% at thoracic CT examination utilizing the bismuth
shield (15). Furthermore, Noor Azman et al represented
that the attenuation coefficient (μ) improves by altering
the size of bismuth microparticles to nanoparticles (16).
They understood that the attenuation of the bismuth oxide
powder (Bi2O3) nanoparticles was about 2-3 times higher
than that of the microparticles in low tube potential (17).
Covering of the breast by special-made shields such as
bismuth shield during the chest CT scan is one important
factor for breast cancer prevention. Therefore, this study
mainly sought to investigate breast dose reduction by the
new composite shields made of bismuth nanoparticles
in the chest CT exam, especially for young women
by evaluating the image quality potential for medical
diagnosis.

Figure 2. Recorded Dose Values of the Breast in Chest CT Scan With
PMMA Phantom with and Without 10% Nano Bismuth.
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Table 1. The CT Number and Noise Values for Different ROIs Achieved by CT Images of PMMA Phantom With and Without 10% Nano Bismuth Shields
Anterior Region

Shields

Central Region
CT Number

Posterior Region

Noise

Mean

CT Number

Noise

CT Number

Noise

CT Number

Noise

Reference

125.3 ± 2.30

19 ± 0.8

118.9 ± 2.92

32.4 ± 1.34

119.7 ± 2.14

22.4 ± 1.19

121.3

24.53

Bismuth Shield (0.5 mm)

128.5 ± 2.53

19.6 ± 1.0

122.3 ± 3.31

34.8 ± 1.86

122.7 ± 1.24

24.3 ± 1.51

124.5

26.23

Bismuth Shield (1 mm)

130.1 ± 2.33*

21.1 ± 1.4

124.2 ± 2.52*

36.2 ± 2.77*

124.8 ± 2.12*

27.2 ± 2.23*

126.36*

28.1*

Note. The symbol * denotes a significant difference between 1 mm Nano bismuth shield and the reference group.

noise in the central region of the phantom increased from
32.4 HU in the absence of the shield to 34.8 and 36.2
HU in the presence of 0.5 and 1 mm shields (Figure 3).
Comparing the mean noise for nano bismuth shields with
0.5 and 1 mm thickness revealed that the value of noise
in the anterior area raised to 3% and 11%. As regards the
central area, this factor was 7% and 11% for 0.5 and 1 mm
thickness. Finally, the value of noise was equal to 6% and
14% for the posterior region compared to the situation
with no shield.

in 2005 to 28 per 100 000 in 2009 (21). With the growing
use of multi-detector CT, the possibility of patient dose
raising and the increased risk of cancer, especially the
breast cancer in women, the matter of radiation protection
has gained more significance. In this respect, the lead
shield is the normal protecting method. However, this
method induces a lot of artifacts in CT image and is not
used in CT scan while using bismuth shield, in addition
to dose reduction of organ represents an acceptable image
quality, especially for superficial tissues such as the breast
in chest CT scan (22). One study indicated that by using
the bismuth shield for eye shielding during the head CT
scans, the dose of the lens reduced from 21 to 29% with no
negative influence on the image quality (23).
A number of researchers compared the use of micro and
nanoparticles in radiation protection and their efficacy
in dose reduction and found that nanoparticles had a
higher ability to absorb the radiation dose (24, 25). In the
current study, employing nano bismuth shields with 0.5
mm thickness (10%) in the CT scan of the chest, the dose
reduction for the breast was 7.2% while using 1 mm nano
bismuth shield, dose reduction increased to 13.8%. In
addition, image quality analysis indicated no significant
change in CT image while using the shields. The greatest
advantage of this shield is its non-toxicity and light
characteristic when nanoparticle of bismuth is used in the
silicon matrix. Further, these shields induce a significant
dose reduction as a method for protecting the breast in

Discussion
In this study, a new nano bismuth oxide shield was applied
for preserving the breast from cancer risk since it is a
sensitive organ for radiation damage during the chest CT
scan. Moreover, the result indicated that this new shield
had considerable potential for preventing the sensitive
organs from ionizing radiation damage in medical
imaging. Additionally, the CT scan plays an important role
in diagnosing the diseases. In recent decades, concerns
regarding the dose which is received by the tissues and the
risk for cancer induction through the organs in the image
field has increased by an increase in CT scan tests (18).
Recent studies demonstrated that CT scan is responsible
for 2% of the cancers in the United States (19). Breast
cancer is one of the most common cancers among the
Asian females (20) and a study reported that the incidence
of cancer in Iranian women has risen from 22 per 100 000
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Figure 3. The CT number values (A) and image noise (B) in regions of the interest position in CT images from PMMA phantom under different
Nano bismuth shields.
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chest CT scan.
The nanoparticles have higher uniform distribution
in the matrix due to their smaller size compared to the
microparticles. Increasing the thickness leads to an
increase in the number of bismuth nanoparticles inside
the shield and helps raise the collision and protection.
Furthermore, the results indicated that by increasing
the thickness of the shield from 0.5 to 1 mm, a different
ratio was observed on dose reduction (47%). Hopper et al
found that the radiation dose reduced by 39.6%−52.8% by
changing the bismuth shield thickness (26).
Various studies revealed that using bismuth shields
increases the noise and artifacts in the image. However,
a significant decrease is observed in artifacts by creating
a gap between the shields and the superficial tissue. For
example, in one study the noise reduction was 69% when
the patient was separated from the shield by 1 cm (27). In
this study, the CT number raised to 2 and 4% when nano
bismuth shields were used with 1 mm foam compared to
the no-shield situation (Table 1). Finally, the noise level
increases by utilizing a shield which can be ignored and
has no great effect on the image quality for 0.5 and 1 mm
thickness of nano bismuth shields.
Conclusions
In general, based on the findings of this study, nano
bismuth shields have a great potential for decreasing the
breast dose with the minimum noise and therefore can
be used to protect the breast in CT scan and reduce the
probability of breast cancer.
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